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Industry & Academics
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
§

NLP is rapidly growing in the industry

§

Dialogue: ChatBots, Customer Service, Virtual Companion

§

HealthCare: understanding patient's health data and biomedical literature

https://techcrunch.com/2019/09/25/everything-amazon-announced-at-its-alexa-event-today/
https://rocketbots.io/blog/dialogflow-tutorial/
https://www.eyerys.com/articles/timeline/microsofts-xiaoice-becoming-one-chinas-biggest-social-media-celebrity

IBM Watson won Jeopardy!

Example of a visualization tool
Mapping concepts (keywords) within the context of all categories by means
of a “category graph”

1

Feldman, Kloesgen and Ben-Yehuda et al, 1997.

Sentiment Analysis

Entities
reputation graph

1
2

F. Peleja, J. Santos and J. Magalhães, Reputation analysis with a ranked sentiment-lexicon, SIGIR, 2014.
F. Peleja, J. Santos and J. Magalhães, Ranking linked-entities in a sentiment graph, IEEE/WIC/ACM, 2014.

Before we start…
Data Mining vs Text Mining
u

Both seek for novel and useful patterns

u

Both are semi-automated processes

u

Difference is the nature of the data

u

u

Structured data: in databases

u

Unstructured data: Word documents, PDF files, text excerpts, XML files,
and so on

Text mining – first, impose structure to the data, then mine the
structured data

Where do we find Text Mining
Range of technologies for analyzing
and processing semi structured and
unstructured text data

u

u

“turn text into numbers”

u

text into a structured, numerical
format

u

applying analytical algorithms

Applications

Algorithms
Machine Learning
Pattern Recognition
ICML, NIPS,
Statistics
Optimization UAI
Data Mining
KDD, ICDM, SDM

Web Applications,
Bioinformatics…

Text Mining

Library & Info
Science

NLP

u

1

field emerges from a group of
related disciplines

http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~hw5x/Course/TextMining-2018Spring/_site/lectures/ .

Information
ACL, EMNLP, COLING
Retrieval

SIGIR, WWW, WSDM,
CIKM

u

NLP
Challenges

Data is natural language “free text”
u

Data is not well-organized

u

Natural language text contains ambiguities on
many levels
u

u

Many times we need annotated data
u

u

Lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic

Expensive to obtain for large datasets

What do we want to look at?

Dimensionality
and Sparsity

Features dimensionality
problems is a driving factor in the
development of text mining
preprocessing techniques
Feature sparsity
many features only appear in a very
small percentage of the documents
collection, hence, the support for
many patterns is low

“Weakly structured” or
semistructred Documents

A typographical
element can be:
• Punctuation
marks
• Capitalization
• Numeric
• Special
characters

Documents that have little on
strong typographical, layout or
markup indicators to denote
structure (e.g. research papers,
business reports or news stories) are
often referred to as

free-format or weakly-structured

Documents with extensive and
consistent format elements in which
field-type metadata can be more
easily inferred (e.g. e-mail, HTML
pages, PDF files, word files with
templates or style-sheet
constraints) are usually described as

semi-structured documents

Pre-processing techniques
To handle text we need to clean, normalize and pre-process textual data
Popular techniques to help us achieve this task:
u

Tokenization

u

Tagging

u

Chunking

u

Stemming

u

Lemmatization

https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/1709:_Inflection

Pre-processing techniques
u

Tokenization
“We are studying tonight.” à “we”, “are”, “studying”, “tonight”, “.”

1
2

u

Part-of-Speech Tagging (POS)1

u

Dependency parsing

https://parts-of-speech.info/
http://corenlp.run/

Pre-processing techniques
A dog is chasing a boy on the playground
Det

Noun

Noun Phrase

Aux

Verb

Complex Verb

Det

Noun

Prep

Noun Phrase

Det

Noun
Noun Phrase

Lexical
analysis
(part-of-speech
tagging)

Prep Phrase
Verb Phrase

Syntactic analysis
(Parsing)
Verb Phrase

Sentence

A person saying this may
be reminding another person to
get the dog back…
Pragmatic analysis
(speech act)
ChengXiang Zhai, CS 397cxz – Fall 2003

Tokenization

u

Tokens are independent and minimal textual
components that have some definitive syntax and
semantics

u

Paragraph or text document has several
components including sentences

u

Sentences can be broken to clauses, phrases
and/or words
Sentence and Token tokenization
are the most popular tokenization techniques

Tokenization Strategies
“We are studying tonight.” à [“we”, “are”, “studying”, “tonight”, “.”]
u

Get tokens using whitespace separator

u

Keep whitespace/new-line
u

u

Word boundary (letter vs non-letter)
u

u

1

E.g. [“we”, “ ”, “are”, “ ”, “studying”, “ ”, “tonight”, “.”]

Be careful, e.g. U.S.A is more accurate to be [“USA”] than [“U”, “S”, “A”]

Linguistic1
u

don’t à [“do”, “n’t”]; do/VB n't/RB; dependencies: neg(do-1, n't-2)

u

that’s à [“that”, “s”]; that/WDT 's/VBZ; dependencies: nsubj('s-2, that-1)

http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/

Part of Speech Tagging
u

The parts of speech can be
u
u

u

1

NN noun, VB verb, JJ adverb, IN preposition, PRP personal pronoun…
A popular tags list is available at Penn Treebank PoS tagset1
I

have

dinner

before

starting

Text

Mining

class

PRP

VBP

NN

IN

VBG

JJ

NN

NN

.

Notice that you have distinction between different types of verbs forms
u

VB: Verb, base form

u

VBD: Verb, past tense

u

VBG: Verb, gerund or present participle

u

VBP: Verb, non-3rd person singular present

https://www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html

Stopwords
1.

Stopwords are words that have little or no significance
to most text mining tasks
u

2.

Usually a precompiled list of about 300-400 words
(English)
u

3.

https://w3epic.com/seo-stop-words-list-2013/

2

https://www.ranks.nl/stopwords

Not all stopwords lists contain exactly the same words

Stopwords lists are language dependent
u

1

usually refers to most common words e.g. and, as, be,
could, why, who …

Have a look at stopword lists for more than 40 languages
and more than one English list at the link bellow2

Named Entity Recognition
u

u

In a text document there are particular terms that represent entities that
u

are more informative

u

have a unique context compared to the rest of the text

These are known as named entities
u

Refers to terms that represent real-world objects like people, places,
organizations, etc.

u

Are usually found by looking at noun phrases in text documents

Named entity recognition is also known as entity
chunking/extraction

Examples of named entities
u

There is an overlap
between GPE and
LOCATION
u

GPE entities are
usually more generic
and represent geopolitical entities like
cities, states,
countries and
continents

u

LOCATION can also
refer to these
entities, along with
very specific locations

Normalization
Declensions, Special Characters and Expanding Contractions
u

u

Declensions on nouns, pronouns, adjectives, determiners
u

Possessive: I/my; you/your; she/her; it/its; ...

u

Number forms: singular, plural, dual

u

Gender: female, male, neutral

u

Case: nominative, accusative, …

Remove special characters
u

u

PATTERN = r'[?|$|&|*|%|@|(|)|~]’ #

Expanding contractions (use a contraction map)
"isn't": "is not" "aren't": "are not" "can't": "cannot" "can't've": "cannot have"
"you'll've": "you will have" "you're": "you are" "you've": "you have"

Normalization:
Case conversions, stopwords, repeating characters
u

Case conversions
u

We might want to modify the case of words or sentences to make processing easier
computationally wORD ≠ word

u

Be careful to do this after techniques that perform better with Capitalization
i.e. PoS or Name Entity Recognition

u

Remove stopwords

u

Correct repeating characters
u

Use a combination of syntax and semantics to correct incorrectly spelled words
e.g. finallllyyyyy à finaly

u

Regex patters are often used to resolve this issue

Token Normalization
Spellings
u

Correct spellings
u

Incorrect or wrong spellings due to
human error

u

Machine errors can also cause this type
of problem

u

One way to resolve this problem is to use
a language-based corpus to identify the
most likely word from near words
u

https://theoatmeal.com/comics/misspelling

Different distance metrics can be used

Normalization
stemming
u

u

u

Word’s stem
u

is base or root form

u

does not need to be identical to the morphological root of the word

u

the goal is to be sufficient map to the same stem related words

u

a word stem does not need to be a word

Examples
u

argue or arguing à argu

u

zombies à zombi

u

having à hav

u

stemming à stem

There are different stemmers
implementations
u

1
2

Snowball, Lovins, Porter1

Try online: http://9ol.es/porter_js_demo.html
R. Feldman and J. Sanger, The Text Mining Handbook, 2006.

Normalization
lemmatization
u

1

Word’s lemma
u

process of grouping together inflected forms of a word

u

unlike stemming, lemmatization depends on the correct PoS tagging of each word;
requires dictionary and PoS

u

Words with the same lemma have the same stem

word

lemma1

argue / arguing

argue

zombies

zombie

having

have

stemming

stem

sung

sing

https://cst.dk/online/lemmatiser/uk/

Normalization

Keep in mind that it always
depends on your problem

https://bullygoodwriting.wordpress.com/2013/10/07/appeals-and-analysis-a-comic-approach/

u

Others techniques could
be used

u

Not all (if any) of the
abovementioned
techniques need to be
used

Terminology
u

Feature Extraction: can be used to refer to the transformation of raw text into
features that are suitable for modeling
u

u

Feature Transformation: transformation of data to improve model performance
u

u

helps to reduce dimensionality issues

normalization, scaling, fill missing values, …

Feature Selection: remove unimportant/unnecessary features
u

Statistical approaches, selection by modeling, …

u

Features correlation with target variable (methods used in extraction can be adapted for
feature selection)

Feature Extraction
u

Features should be unique measurable attributes or properties for each
observation in the dataset

u

The process of extracting and selecting features is known as feature
extraction or feature engineering

u

Usually algorithms expect features in the form of numeric values – while
learning each algorithm has some sort of mathematical calculation that
aims to optimize and minimize the loss and error

Formalization
Feature Extraction
u

Textual data challenge is to decide how to transform text and extract
features from it

u

In a dataset the number of dimensions or columns of each document can be
represented in a vector space 𝑉𝑆
𝑉𝑆 = 𝑊! , 𝑊" , … , 𝑊#

where 𝑛 is the total number of distinct terms or words for all documents in the
vector space
u

A document 𝐷 can be represented in the vector space 𝑉𝑆 as
𝐷 = 𝑤$! , 𝑤$" , … , 𝑤$#

where 𝑤$! represents the weight of word 𝑛 in document 𝐷

Bag of Words
u

One of the simplest and powerful technique to extract features from text
documents

u

Convert text documents into vectors

u

u

Each vector represents the frequency of all the distinct words that are present in
the document vector space (for that specific document)

u

For example the weight given can be DF (document frequency)

The same strategy can be used with other computational representations
e.g. n-grams instead of words n-gram Bag of Words model

Lets look at the following example, 4 train documents
𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈_𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 = [
“𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒”,
“𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑢𝑙”,
“𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑜 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒”,
“𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑒”]
and 1 test document
𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕_𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒔 = [“𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑦”]

Bag of Words
training and test set

Bag of Words: matrix representation
u

To train we have the following feature space (VS):
𝑉𝑆 = 𝑎𝑛𝑑, 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑢𝑙, 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒, 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑒, 𝑖𝑠, 𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑒, 𝑠𝑘𝑦, 𝑠𝑜, 𝑡ℎ𝑒

u

If we have 3 documents in the training set this could represented as:
and

u

beautiful blue cheese

is

love

sky

so

the

𝑫𝟎

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

𝑫𝟏

1

1

1

0

2

0

2

0

0

𝑫𝟐

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

𝑫𝟑

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

For example, document 𝐷! is the representation of
“Sky is blue and sky is beautiful”

Bag of Words
represent test document in VS
u

Now, if we want to represent the test document in the VS from the training set
𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = [“𝑙𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑘𝑦 𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑦”]
and
𝒕𝒆𝒔𝒕_𝒅𝒐𝒄𝒖𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕

u

0

1

0

is

love

sky

so

the

0

0

1

0

0

Notice that the words today, this or loving that are in the sentence are not
used to represent the test document
u

u

0

beautiful blue cheese

The feature-extraction process only looks at the vocabulary from the training
documents

The features will always limited to
the vector space (VS) that is from the documents in the training corpus

Going back to variants of
document frequency (DF)
u

So far, we’ve looked at one of the simplest versions of DF
However, DF can be calculated in many different ways

u

For a given term
1.

Binary frequencies: DF is 1 if the term occurs in the document 0 otherwise

2.

Raw count: DF is the number of times the term occurs in the document

3.

Raw count normalized: equal do raw count but then is divided by the total
number of terms in the document

4.

Log normalization: logarithm of raw count plus 1, or 0 if raw count is 0

5.

Others..

TF-IDF
Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
u

𝒕𝒇 is the same as the raw count normalized DF
𝑡𝑓 𝑡, 𝐷 =

u

𝑓"!
∑""∈$ 𝑓"",!

where 𝑓)! is the frequency of
the term in document 𝐷 and is
divided by the sum of all terms
in document 𝐷

𝒊𝒅𝒇 is the inverse document frequency for each term. It is computed by
dividing the total number of documents in the corpus by the document
frequency for each term and then apply logarithmic scaling on the result
𝑖𝑑𝑓 𝑡, 𝐷 = log 1 +

𝒕𝒇𝒊𝒅𝒇 = 𝒕𝒇 ∗ 𝒊𝒅𝒇

𝐷
𝑛"

where 𝑛) is the total number
of documents from the corpus
where the term occurs and
|𝐷| is the total number of
documents in the corpus

word2vec
u

The popular word2vec model1 is a neural network-based
implementation that learns distributed vector representations of
words based on continuous Bag of Words and skip-gram architectures

u

word2vec does not require any manual labels to create meaningful
representations among words

u

word2vec internally constructs a vocabulary based on the corpus and
learns vector representations for words. Once is complete builds a
model that can be used to extract word vectors for each word in a
document

Simplified Representation of
word vectors

https://medium.com/@jayeshbahire/introduction-to-word-vectors-ea1d4e4b84bf

Dimensions: word vectors
𝒔𝒌𝒚 = [0.01608407 − 0.04819566 0.04227461 − 0.03011346 0.0254148
0.017283280.0155535 0.00774884 − 0.02752112 0.01646519]
𝐛𝐥𝐮𝐞 = [−0.0472235 0.01662185 −0.01221706 −0.04724348 −0.04384995 0.00193343
−0.03163504 −0.03423524 0.02661656 0.03033725]
word = sky
dimensions

word = blue
dimensions

1

0.01608407

1

−0.0472235

2

−0.04819566

2

0.01662185

3

0.04227461

3

−0.01221706

4

−0.03011346

4

−0.04724348

5

0.0254148

5

−0.04384995

6

0.01728328

6

0.00193343

7

0.0155535

7

−0.03163504

8

0.00774884

8

−0.03423524

9

−0.02752112

9

0.02661656

10

0.01646519

10

0.03033725

u

Even if we define the number of
dimensions to a specific size, we do
not always have vectors of equal
size

u

Imagine we are dealing with
sentences and text documents
which are, by nature, unequal
length

Averaged Word Vectors
u

Imagine we are dealing with sentences and text documents which are,
by nature, unequal length
u

u

we must do some form of combining and aggregation operations to
make sure the number of dimensions of the final feature vector is the
same

Average word vectors vectorization scheme can help on resolving this
problem

Averaged Word Vectors
steps
u

For each text document
1.

Extract all tokens from a text document

2.

For each token in the document capture
the subsequent word vector (if present in the vocabulary)

3.

Sum up all the word vectors and divide the result by the total number of words matched in
the vocabulary (𝑛)

4.

The final result is the averaged word vector representation for the text document

𝐴𝑊𝑉 𝐷 =

∑#! 𝑤𝑣(𝑤)
𝑛

where 𝐴𝑊𝑉(𝐷) is the averaged word vector representation for document 𝐷
Containing the words 𝑤! , 𝑤" , … , 𝑤# and 𝑤𝑣(𝑤) is the word vector representation
for the word 𝑤

Averaged Word Vectors
example
u

1

Imagine you have the following sentences/documents1:
1.

“I bought bananas at the grocery shop”

2.

“We purchased apples from the corner store”

3.

“The cat suddenly jumped over that dog”

4.

“We bought apples at the grocery store”

u

Find the average word vector for each sentence

u

Then find the cosine similarity between each pair of vectors

https://www.marianaiq.com/defining-deep-learning-understanding-text/

S0: “I bought bananas at the grocery shop”
S1:“We purchased apples from the corner store”

Averaged Word Vectors

S2:“The cat suddenly jumped over that dog”

plot

S3:“We bought apples at the grocery store

§ We can see S0 and S1 have a similarity of 0.9 while each is
further away from S2 (similarities 0.59 and 0.61)
§ Suppose we tweak S1 slightly to create S3. This new sentence
has a similarity of 0.94
§ And if we add a completely different word “rainbow”, the low
score of 0.32
§ These values correspond with our intuition
These vectors representations can be used for classification
by being used as features

Deep Learning & NLP
not that long ago…
The following algorithms were not available
§

Seq2Seq introduced by Google in 2014

§

Attention model introduced by Bahdanau et. al. in 2014

§

TensorFlow introduced by Google in 2017

§

PyTorch introduced by Facebook in 2017

§

Large scale Q/A comprehension datasets

§

and more …

The Success of Deep Learning & NLP

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Unsupervised Word Translation
§

First run word2vec on monolingual corpora, getting word embeddings
X and Y

§

Learn an (orthogonal) matrix W such that WX~Y

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Unsupervised Word Translation
§

Learn W with adversarial training

§

Discriminator: predict if an embedding is from Y or it is a transformed
embedding Wx originally from X

§

Train W so the Discriminator gets “Confused”

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Unsupervised Word Translation
but…
u

Languages like English, French and German have many similar points

u

But, e.g. EnglishàTurkish the results will not be as good as purely
unsupervised word translation does not work well
•

In these cases its normal to use dictionaries from both vocabularies

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Model

BLEU

Supervised

~20

Word-to-Word unsupervised

1.5

Unsupervised Machine Translation

4.5

How to solve this problem?
Cross-Lingual BERT
u

Introduced by Lample and Conneau., 2019

Model

En-Fr

En-De

En-Ro

BERT Unsupervised
Machine Translation

25.1

17.2

21.2

BERT Unsupervised
Machine Translation
+ Pre-Training

33.4

26.4

33.3

Supervised State-ofthe-art

45.6

34.2

29.9

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Blue Benchmark Results

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

Training Huge Models is a General
Trend in Machine Translation
Model

# Parameters

Medium-sized LSTM

10M

ELMo

90M

GPT

110M

BERT-Large

320M

GPT-2

1.5B

Honey Bee Brain

~1B synapses

https://toppng.com/free-image/repeat-radial-bg-background-porky-pig-thats-all-folks-PNG-free-PNG-Images_178207
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